They All Saw a Cat

STORYTIME

PIN THE COLLAR ON THE CAT!

Time: _______________________

Date: _______________________

COLORING FUN AND MORE!

Decorate a cat mask!

choniclebooks.com/TheyAllSawACat
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Draw a **CAT**

How do you see a cat?
Decorate Your Own Cat Mask!

Decorate within the lines below. Once you’ve finished, cut along the outer solid black line and cut out the eyes using the dotted lines as a guide. Finally, poke holes through the circles on the sides and attach an elastic string.
Pin the Collar on the CAT!
Pin the Collar on the CAT!

Cut out the collars below to play Pin the Collar on the Cat.
Color in the CAT!

Use each partition of the illustration to try a different way to draw the cat.
Read the book for inspiration!